Al overlayers on Mn, studied by photoemission spectroscopy, show a large lowering of the Al 2p core-level binding energy by 0.5 eV at submonolayer (0.1 ML) coverage. The binding energy increases with coverage and reaches the bulk Al value at ≈1.3 ML. The Al 2p core-level spectrum exhibits extra components related to the different chemical environment at the interface, which decrease in intensity with increasing Al coverage. The Al related plasmon loss features appear above 1 ML. The present results are explained by a strong Al s, p-Mn 3d hybridization at the submonolayer coverage due to interface alloying, whose influence on the spectra is dominated by metallic bonding in the Al layer as coverage increases. The valence-band spectra demonstrate systematic suppression of Mn 3d-like states and emergence of a parabolic free-electron-like Al density of states.
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of heteroepitaxial growth of adlayers are currently a topic of broad interest, motivated by technological applications such as magnetic data storage and nanoelectronic devices. To fabricate these devices, one requires the control of the growth modes adopted by thin films deposited on a substrate. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] It is quite remarkable that the substrate plays an important role in the electronic properties of metallic adlayers where the interactions with the substrate material are crucial. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] This can provide valuable information about the growth modes of thin films and intermixing phenomena at the interfaces. The core-level binding energy (BE) shift and line-shape change with increasing film coverage, which allows for a deeper understanding of the physical mechanism underlying final-state effects where changes occur in the screening of the core hole due to the different chemical environment of the adatoms. In general, the properties of low dimensional systems, e.g., ultrathin films and surface alloys, can be quite different from their bulk properties. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] It was shown that the metals deposited on substrate can occupy the topmost surface sites, diffuse into the subsurface, and alloy formation occurs at the intermixed regime of bimetallic surfaces. 12 The migration of Al atoms and formation of complex surface alloy phases were observed by using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). 6, 7 Al is a nearly free-electron metal, and in the bulk Al-Mn alloys the Mn magnetic moment has been reported to depend on the extent of Mn 3d-Al 3s, p hybridization. 13 It is found that Mn grows in a layer-by-layer fashion on the Al(111) surface, and the changes in BE and line shape have been reported for different coverages.
14 Al overlayers on Mn are of particular interest, since in bulk Al-Mn alloys the s, p-d hybridization is of great significance in determining the electronic structure and can even give rise to a pseudogap at the Fermi level. 15 Therefore, the general goal of the present work is to see how the electronic structure of Al changes as one goes from the submonolayer to the monolayer of coverages on the Mn substrate.
Al adlayers have been studied on different metal substrates: For example, Di Marzio et al. studied the growth and modifications of Al on Ta(110) as a function of Al coverage and temperature by using photoemission spectroscopy. 1 They found no intermixing at room temperature and an Al 2p core-level shift toward higher BE with increasing Al coverage. An electronic state was observed in the valence band, which was related to the hybridization between Ta 5d and Al 3s, p states. A layer-by-layer growth of Al on Pt(111) has been found at 160 K without any significant intermixing. 3 However, at 300 K, after completion of the first monolayer, Al-Pt surface alloying has been reported. Layer-by-layer growth of Al on Mo(110) was reported by Kdaczkiewicz et al. 4 Andersen et al. observed the BE shift in the Al 2p core level as a function of Al coverage on Mo(110), and these results have been explained in terms of adhesion and interface segregation energies.
5 Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) has been used to investigate the growth mode of Al on Ta(110), and five different phases of Al have been observed for different substrate temperatures. 16 At room temperature, Pd intermixing with Al and surface alloy formation have been related to the interaction between Pd and Al through the hybridization of the Pd d and Al s states. [17] [18] [19] The present study is motivated by our earlier work on Mn adlayers on the Al(111) surface, 14, 15, 20 where interesting changes in both Mn 2p and Al 2p core-level line shapes were observed.
14 In particular, a satellite peak in the Mn 2p 3/2 spectrum of bulklike Mn layers has been observed at a 1 eV higher BE by high-resolution photoemission study. 20 The origin of this satellite feature is due to an intra-atomic multiplet effect related to Mn atoms with large local moment. Interestingly, in a reverse experiment where Al was deposited on the thick Mn layer, the intensity of the 1 eV satellite in the Mn 2p 3/2 core-level spectrum was found to decrease with increasing Al coverage [see Fig. 3(b) of Ref. 20] . The suppression of the 1 eV satellite feature was explained by the enhanced hybridization between Mn 3d and Al s, p states. 15, 20, 21 For Mn/Al(111), it has been found that an extra feature emerges in the Al 2p core-level spectrum toward lower BE with increasing Mn coverage. 14 The authors suggested that the origin of this extra feature is related to interface alloying. The shift of the interface alloying related component in the Al 2p spectra toward lower BE with increasing Mn coverage indicates changes in final-state screening or initial-state related charge redistribution due to alloying.
14 However, this feature was not clearly resolved due to the limited energy resolution of the x-ray photoemission experiments. 14 Therefore, the need for doing these experiments using synchrotron radiation with high resolution and intensity was realized. Although some earlier studies have been reported on Al adlayers deposited on different substrates, no work exists in the literature on Al submonolayers on Mn. In this paper, we present highresolution Al 2p core-level spectra and valence bands of Al overlayers on Mn grown at room temperature.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments were performed by using an EA 125 commercial electron energy analyzer from Omicron GmbH, Germany, at a base pressure of 5×10 −11 mbar in the experimental chamber. These measurements were done on the undulator-based UE 56/2-PGM 1 beamline, 22 at Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung in Berlin, Germany. An electropolished Al(111) single crystal was cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering using 1-2 keV Ne + and subsequent annealing at 723 K to regenerate surface order. 23 A thick layer of Mn, which acted as a template for the Al adlayers, was prepared by depositing high-purity Mn on an Al(111) substrate using a water cooled Knudsen cell. 24 During the deposition, the substrate, mounted on a specially designed sample holder, 25 was held at room temperature and a thick Mn layer was deposited that was not crystalline, as shown in our earlier work.
14 High-purity (99.999%) aluminum layers were prepared on the thick layer of Mn at the rates of 0.04-0.06Å/min. During the metal evaporation, the chamber pressure was kept below 3.5×10 −10 mbar. One monolayer (ML) is defined to be a close packed Al layer with a thickness of 2.5Å. 26 After each deposition, O 1s and C 1s signals were recorded to ensure the absence of oxygen and carbon contamination. The overall energy resolution was estimated to be about 140 and 170 meV at 105 and 200 eV photon energies, respectively. The Al 2p spectra were fitted by using a Doniach-Šunjić (DS) line-shape 27 convoluted with experimental broadening parameters. The intrinsic lifetime broadenings of the core level (2γ ), the DS asymmetry parameter (α), intensities, peak positions, and the iterative background parameter are varied independently during fitting, as in our previous work. 28 During the fitting of the Al 2p core-level spectra, we notice a hump at about the 73.7 eV BE where an additional small Gaussian peak (not shown) has been used to simulate the spectra. Since Mn is highly reactive, this is possibly due to slight oxygen contamination on the Mn substrate, which is estimated to be less than 2%.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Al 2p core-level spectra as a function of Al coverage on a thick layer of Mn are compared with the Al 2p core level from clean Al(111) (top spectrum) in Fig. 1 . At ultralow coverage (0.1 ML), the Al 2p 3/2 peak appears at about 72.3 eV and, clearly, the BE increases with coverage. For highest Al coverage (1.3 ML), the Al 2p 3/2 BE is 72.8 eV, which is close to the BE of Al(111). Thus, a large shift of 0.5 eV in the Al 2p peak is observed between 0.1 and 1. change considerably with coverage. At the lowest coverage, a large asymmetry toward lower BE is observed, which becomes more symmetric at higher coverage. Similar changes in BE and line shape for the Al 2p core level have also been observed for the spectra recorded with 105 eV photon energy. The observed large asymmetry suggests the presence of extra features in the Al 2p spectra.
To understand the change in BE and line shape, the Al 2p core-level spectra for different Al coverages have been fitted and compared with that of clean Al(111) (Fig. 2) . In order to get a satisfactory least-squares fit, the spectra were fitted with three components (Figs. 2 and 3 ), marked by A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 , where each component has spin-orbit splitting peaks (2p 3/2 and 2p 1/2 ). The branching ratio of the spin-orbit split peaks are kept fixed for the three components for all coverages. A fitting with two components allowing for variation in lifetime and Gaussian broadenings did not produce satisfactory fits. In the case of 0.4 ML, the spectrum could not be fitted using the instrumental broadening parameters, and it was obvious that there is an extra broadening. Hence, an extra Gaussian broadening was used for the 0.4 ML spectrum. This extra broadening is possibly due to the random distribution of the Al atoms at inequivalent sites on the Mn substrate.
It is clear from Figs 0.1, and 30 meV, respectively). 29 Thus, it is clear that the A 1 component corresponds to pure Al [ Fig. 2(e) ].
Note that, in contrast to Ref. 14, by selecting the appropriate photon energy in this study, we are particularly sensitive to the surface region. For example, the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of the Al 2p photoelectrons is most surface sensitive 30 (≈4.5Å) for 105 eV photon energy, while it is ≈20Å for the Mg K α (hν = 1253.6 eV) source used in Ref. 14. Therefore, to find how the relative intensities of these extra components vary with photon energy, we have also fitted the Al 2p core levels measured with 105 eV photon energy (Fig. 3) . Our detailed analysis (Figs. 2 and 3 ) reveals that the large BE shift of Al 2p with coverage is related to the change in relative intensities of the components, A 2 and A 3 . These are dominant at submonolayer coverages which appear at about a 0.2 and 0.5 eV lower BE, respectively, compared to A 1 . As coverage increases, A 1 dominates, leading to the overall BE shift. In Fig. 4 , we have plotted the relative intensity variations of A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 that were determined by dividing the area under each peak by the total area. This way we can directly compare the relative intensity of each component. Figure 4 clearly shows that the contribution in the total intensity is dominated from the intermixed region (discussed later) at submonolayer coverages (A 2 , A 3 components). However, at higher coverages, the main contribution is from the pure Al related peak (A 1 ).
We explain the intensity variation of the components in the Al 2p peak and the resulting BE shift in the following possible ways. At low coverages ( 0.4 ML), only a few Al adatoms are deposited on Mn. In this case, Al adatoms are surrounded mainly by Mn atoms. These Al atoms would participate mainly in Mn d-Al s, p bonding, which significantly lowers the Al 2p BE and introduces an extra broadening in the Al 2p spectrum toward the lower BE side. A signature of extra broadening in the Al 2p core-level spectra was observed with Mn adlayers on the Al(111) surface studied with a Mg K α source.
14 However, in the present case, we are particularly sensitive (discussed above) to the interface region and therefore observe extra components toward lower BE instead of only a broadening in the spectra. Note that an interesting study by Buchanan et al. showed that the intermixing lengths for Al on transition metals (TM) are considerably smaller than those for TM on Al. 31 Relating to the present study, another possibility might be that the Al atoms diffuse into the Mn substrate and form the intermixed region, i.e., interface alloying of a certain length where Al adatoms experience strong screening and hybridization effects. 14, 15, 31 This indicates that these extra components (A 2 and A 3 in the submonolayer coverage) in the Al 2p spectra are originating from Al atoms present in the intermixed region. The core hole created in this region during the photoemission process are over screened by the substrate related Mn atoms. The decrease in intensity of these extra components (A 2 and A 3 ) in the Al 2p spectra with increasing Al coverage indicates that the alloy formation is restricted only on the interface region, since at higher coverage the incoming Al adatoms start forming the pure Al layer. Another possible reason for the occurrence of two extra components in the submonolayer region could be related to the different sites available for Al adsorption on Mn. The A 3 component could occupy a hollow position with a higher Mn d-Al s, p overlap, while the A 2 component may result from Al atoms adsorbed at on-top sites. This is consistent with the observed lower BE of the A 3 component than A 2 , where the photoemission signal from the strongly intermixed subsurface region contributes in A 3 and that from the weakly intermixed surface region contributes in A 2 . However, a detailed study of the interface structure with LEED and STM is required to resolve this issue.
We now discuss the intensity variation of the A 1 component (Fig. 4) . Note that there is also a finite probability for the existence of pure Al adatoms on the top of the intermixed layer. The photoemission signal from these Al atoms contributes to A 1 . Therefore, in the submonolayer coverage, A 1 has the lowest intensity and the highest BE due to very few unmixed Al atoms and a poorly screened final state, respectively. However, with increase in the Al coverage beyond 1 ML, the s, p hybridization between the Al atoms increases as the number of Al adatoms increases (adatom-adatom interaction dominates), and consequently the BE changes. An increasing Al coverage results in a higher intensity of A 1 and consequently a lower intensity of A 2 and A 3 due to the finite mean-free-path effect and an ensuing lower signal from the buried interface. Above ≈1.0 ML, there is hardly any shift or change in line shape in the Al 2p core level. Thus, these results show that the nature of surface intermixing and hybridization changes, in particular, in the submonolayer regime. If we compare the relative intensities of different peak components (A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 ) measured with 200 and 105 eV photon energies (Fig. 4) , then we find that the trends are similar. However, for 0.4 ML, there is small quantitative difference in A 1 and A 3 . This small difference might be due to small change in the IMFP of Al 2p photoelectrons, between 200 and 105 eV photon energies, which is calculated to be ≈5.75 and ≈4.5Å, respectively. surface region) components, while, for 200 eV, the contributing signal may dominate from the A 2 and A 3 (strongly intermixed subsurface region) components. This is also in agreement with our explanation, discussed above, that the contribution in A 2 and A 3 could be from two different intermixed regions, i.e., the surface and subsurface, respectively.
The substrate related Mn 2p core levels (not shown here) show no discernible change in BE as a function of Al coverage. This indicates that there is hardly any charge transfer between Al and Mn atoms. This is consistent with our previous study on Mn adlayers on Al(111), where no charge-transfer-related BE shift was observed in the core-level spectra. 14, 20 After studying the core-level spectra, we now turn to the measurements where the evolution of the plasmon features in the Al 2p core levels can be observed. However, the appearance of the Mn 3s core level in the plasmon energy region makes it difficult to study the Al plasmons. To overcome this difficulty, we chose a photon energy of 350 eV, where the Mn 3s intensity is less due to a lower photoionization cross section. 32 Figure 5 shows the Al 2p related plasmons loss features (bulk plasmon,1ω p and surface plasmon,1ω s ). For the Mn substrate (0 ML), the Mn 3s level shows clear exchange splitting (i.e., the separation between the 7 S and 5 S peaks) of about 4.4 eV (Fig.  5) . At 0.4 ML Al coverage, a significant decrease in the Mn 3s core level has been observed and the Al related plasmons start appearing. Around 1 ML, the Al bulk and surface plasmons are clearly evident at about 88.7 and 83.6 eV Bes (Fig. 5) , i.e., 16 and 10.4 eV loss energies, respectively, which are very close to the reported loss features for the clean Al surface. 33, 34 The appearance of plasmons above ≈1.0 ML further supports the above proposition of enhanced Al s, p-Al s, p interaction that explains the Al 2p BE shift in the submonolayer region where the Mn 3d-Al s, p interaction is more predominant. To be noted here is that alkali-metal core-level spectra also show intensity (arb. units) the appearance of a plasmon feature at ≈1.0 ML saturation coverage, where a layer-by-layer growth was reported and no charge transfer with the substrate was observed. 35 The changes in the valence-band spectra as a function of Al coverage are shown in Fig. 6 . The bottom spectrum has been measured for clean Mn (0 ML). It shows a broad feature (marked by a tick) at about the 2.6 eV BE, which represents the Mn 3d states. Hobbs et al. have calculated the density of states (DOS) of α-Mn using ab initio spin-density functional formalism. 36 The DOS exhibits the most intense peak around the 2.65 eV BE dominated by Mn 3d-like states, which is in excellent agreement with the measured valence band for a clean thick Mn layer (Fig. 6) . The Mn valence band also agrees with the experimentally reported ultraviolet photoemission spectra for Mn metal. 37, 38 The valence-band (VB) spectral shape changes even for 0.1 ML Al coverage, and a significant decrease in the intensity of Mn 3d states occurs with a shift of ≈0.3 eV (shown by a solid arrow) toward lower BE, which is the signature of the strong Al s, p-Mn 3d hybridization. At 0.4 ML, the peak intensity decreases further (shown by a dashed arrow), and, as the coverage is increased, the shape of the valence band tends to the characteristic parabolic shape of Al metal at about 1.0 ML. The significant modification in the valence-band spectra, even in the submonolayer region, and the absence of Mn related features at about 1.0 ML Al coverage suggest that the substrate Mn layer is smooth and the first Al layer grows uniformly. In our earlier work, a layer-by-layer growth mode has been reported for Mn deposition on the Al(111) surface.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Our photoemission study of Al adlayers on Mn shows that the Al 2p core level exhibits a shift of 0.5 eV toward a higher binding energy with increasing coverage, and, at about 1.3 ML, the binding energy is similar to bulk Al. Interesting changes in line shape and extra components in the Al 2p core-level spectra have been observed between submonolayer and monolayer coverages. These changes are related to the modification of the bonding characteristics, for submonolayer coverages where Al s, p-Mn 3d hybridization dominates due to interface alloying, while, above 1.0 ML, Al s, p-Al s, p interaction dominates. This is also supported by the appearance of Al related plasmons above 1.0 ML coverage. The valence-band spectra exhibit systematic suppression of Mn 3d-like states and the emergence of parabolic free-electron-like Al density of states with increasing coverage.
